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Summary

INTRODUCTION
Despite ‘connectivity’ having become a new global
buzzword, an exact definition of the term remains elusive. If various EU descriptions are combined, connectivity comprises of transport, digital, energy and human
networks, as well as rules, standards and institutions
which govern the flows of interaction. Moreover, the
EU’s September 2018 Connectivity Strategy defines the
European interpretation of connectivity as sustainable, comprehensive and rules-based.1
This European vision of connectivity also runs through
the EU’s new Central Asia Strategy, which was adopted
on 15 May 2019. Compared with the previous Central
Asia Strategy from 2007, the new Strategy places increased emphasis on encouraging economic development (‘prosperity’), comprehensive security (‘resilience’) and intra-regional cooperation between
the Central Asian states: Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan,
Tajikistan, Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan.2 In order for
prosperity and resilience to be achieved, significant
regional connectivity challenges – which largely stem
from the legacy of the region’s Soviet past (including
its dramatic rupture and the informal shadow networks that quickly took root) – need to be overcome.

››

The new EU Strategy on Central Asia –
adopted on 15 May 2019 – proposes an
enhanced partnership in economic development (‘prosperity’), comprehensive security (‘resilience’) and in strengthening
cooperation with and within Central Asia.

››

Regional connectivity challenges stemming
from the Soviet past and from widespread
detrimental informal networks pose hurdles
for prosperity and resilience in Central Asia.
The region has only recently taken steps to
alleviate these problems and still suffers
from low degrees of political and economic
integration.

››

China is helping to build the infrastructure
of connectivity in Central Asia but a disregard of the indirect and long-term implications of its policies may eventually lead
to an increased risk of social instability and
conflict potential in the region.

››

The EU can enhance policy effectiveness and
regional positive-sum games by cooperating with other external partners, including
China. However, all collaborative projects
need to fulfil the ‘eurostandard’ of connectivity.
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Furthermore, the EU’s Strategy faces competing visions of connectivity from both China and Russia.

to one another – was largely missing in the early postSoviet years (see Figure 1).

This Brief looks into connectivity-related challenges and how they relate to the EU’s new Central Asia
Strategy and its vision of connectivity. This means
examining the legacy of Soviet connectivity, the significance of regional informal networks, as well as the
impact of China’s Belt and Road Initiative (BRI) and
Russia’s Great Eurasian Partnership.

The planned economic system and administrative divisions organised the space vertically rather than horizontally, with grand industrialisation schemes and
resettlement programmes often adversely affecting
local people.4 That said, Soviet connectivity also had
advantages: populations were generally universally
literate and had access to education and basic healthcare, even in remote regions. Underdeveloped regions
like Central Asia also benefitted from significant federal subsidies, something which in part explains the
somewhat hesitant attitude towards independence in
the 1990s.

THE SOVIET CONNECTIVITY
LEGACY

When the all-Soviet space ceased
to exist, the Central Asian republics
Perhaps the most important feature
suffered from an almost complete
hen the allof Central Asian connectivity today
loss of infrastructure networks and
Soviet space
is its Soviet legacy. Over 70 years of
with them the associated flows of
Soviet rule shaped Central Asia draceased to exist,
interaction. The foundations of their
matically and its impact can still be
economies were suddenly underthe Central Asian
felt: even the borders of the current
mined, which led to the partial deinrepublics suffered
Central Asian states were drawn
dustrialisation of the region,5 while
from
an
almost
in Moscow in the 1920s (although
the remaining infrastructure rethey were of little significance in
complete loss of
flected political realities of a bygone
the Moscow-centred, hierarchical
era. This also contributed to politiinfrastructure
structure of the Soviet Union).3 One
cal tensions between the states: with
networks.
uniform political, social and ecoMoscow no longer deciding on shares
nomic system covered all ten time
and quotas, the control over shared
zones of the Soviet Union, and with the country’s exresources quickly became weapons in the struggle for
ternal borders effectively closed to the outside world,
regime survival and regional competition. Over the
connectivity ended at the borders of Central Asia. This
past 28 years, quarrels between down- and upstream
explains why the infrastructure connecting the region
states over water distribution, the cutting off of energy
to the wider world – as well as the Central Asian states
and gas deliveries and the closing of borders and vital
transport routes have been commonplace in Central
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Figure 1: Infrastructure in Central Asia
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Figure 2: Fergana Valley
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materialised and some of which have not. While the
meeting was in itself a significant demonstration of
regional thaw, the process is indeterminate: for instance, the Tashkent summit scheduled for 12 April
2019 was postponed to an unspecified date, allegedly
due to a disagreement over the agenda. In sum, the region has only recently taken steps to alleviate the effects of vertical Soviet connectivity and it still suffers
from a distinct lack of political and economic integration. It is precisely these shortcomings which the EU’s
own strategy seeks to address.
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Asia. One particularly volatile region is the densely
populated Fergana valley, which spans Uzbekistan,
Tajikistan and Kyrgyzstan (see Figure 2). Tension and
cross-border incidents are common in the eight ethnic
enclaves in different parts of Fergana Valley:6 in 2010,
some 470 persons died, 1,900 were injured, and thousands were displaced in the Kyrgyz part of the valley in
Osh.7 The latest incident occurred in March 2019, when
two Tajik men were killed and several wounded in the
Batken region in Kyrgyzstan.8
Distrust between the Central Asian republics has often reached critical levels: in 2000, Uzbekistan planted landmines along its borders with Tajikistan and
Kyrgyzstan out of fear that militant Islamists were entering its territory, for instance. Tashkent did not provide adequate information to its neighbours and over
the years the mines have caused dozens of deaths and
hundreds of serious injuries. Only after 2016 following
the death of Islam Karimov, Uzbekistan’s long-time
authoritarian leader, have things started to change.
Last year, Uzbekistan and Tajikistan abolished visa requirements between them (that had been in place for
17 years), reopened a railway link and established a
flight connection between Tashkent and Dushanbe.9 In
addition, Tajikistan ended a nine-year ban on electricity delivery to Uzbekistan and the latter ended a sixyear suspension of gas deliveries to Tajikistan.10 The
countries have also agreed to demine the border zone
between them.11
In March 2018, the leaders of Central Asian republics met for the first time in nine years.12 The leaders
agreed to establish regular consultations in several
formats and at different levels – some of which have

CENTRAL ASIA’S SHADOW
CONNECTIONS
While the region has been disconnected at the highest
diplomatic levels, it also displays other features of negative connectivity. Due to the rigid, centrally-planned
Soviet economy in which consumer demand and supply chains rarely proved adequate, informal networks
became an important way for Soviet citizens to get by.13
These networks gained a new character and level of
importance under the conditions of newly-gained independence, which was characterised by state weakness and dysfunctional economies. Privatisation and
more porous borders created new opportunities for
these informal networks, which subsequently became
interwoven with state structures.
During the 1990s, state authority in Central Asia was
in practice often consolidated with the help of these
informal, clientelistic networks.14 Although the dynamics and degree varied from country to country,
informal ‘shadow’ networks play a significant role at
multiple levels in all of the Central Asian states.15 The
shadow networks support – or in some cases are a fundamental part of – authoritarian regimes in the region.
Even in Kyrgyzstan, where power has been transferred
through competitive elections, new leaders quickly
engaged in similar informal rent-distribution practices using their own patron-client networks.16
These corrupt vested interests have negatively affected
economic transparency and regional economic development over the past 28 years. While Central Asian actors are fully integrated into the global economy when
it comes to hiding illegal assets abroad, there traditionally has been only limited interest in more legitimate forms of global economic norms and practices
in the region.17 Yet in the past five years, this appears
to have changed: Tajikistan joined the World Trade
Organisation (WTO) in 2013 and Kazakhstan did so in
2015, while Uzbekistan is aiming to join in the near future (Kyrgyzstan has been in the WTO since 1998 and
Turkmenistan has no plans to join).
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Furthermore, corruption enables and supports organised crime such as trafficking networks, which play a
significant role in the region. Central Asia is a key route
through which Afghan opiates are trafficked: around
30 percent of the heroin manufactured in Afghanistan
is estimated to be smuggled through the region.18
There is evidence of cooperation between drug traffickers and local authorities in Central Asia, particularly along the infamous ‘northern route’ of the Afghan
opioids trade which runs through Tajikistan,
Kyrgyzstan and Kazakhstan.19 Some links between extremism and organised crime also appear to exist, in
particular between drug trafficking and funding of terrorism.20 However, a recently published in-depth
study of the phenomenon argues that while criminal
and terrorist groups coexist in the same areas Central
Asia, very rarely do they actually converge.21

CHINA’S CONNECTIVITY
PRIORITIES
Despite its significant problems, Central Asia remains
a key region connecting Europe and East Asia and
many external actors have demonstrated an increased
interest in developing ties with Central Asian states
(see text box). One of the key promoters of enhanced
connectivity in Central Asia is China – but Beijing’s
vision of connectivity differs significantly from that
of Europe.

Central Asia is a vitally important region for China’s
Belt Road Initiative (BRI). In fact, President Xi first introduced the framework in a speech
at the Nazarbayev University in KaRadicalisation and terrorism are
zakhstan in September 2013. For
hese corrupt
major concerns for a region which
China, Central Asia is an important
vested interests
shares a 2,000 km border with warsource of raw materials, particularly
torn Afghanistan. In comparison to
have reflected
hydrocarbons, as well as a gateway
international levels, the level of terto European markets. The economic
negatively
rorist violence in Central Asia is – at
development and political stability in
on economic
least for the time being – relatively
Central Asia also has a direct impact
transparency and
low: between 2008-2018 there were
on China’s internal security, par18 fatal acts of terrorism in Central
regional economic
ticularly with regard to the MuslimAsia which claimed the lives of a tomajority Xinjiang province. Through
development.
tal of 142 people. That said, many
the BRI, China is addressing and atCentral Asian citizens have joined
tempting to solve some of the conradical Islamist movements in Afghanistan, Iraq and
nectivity problems in Central Asia – such as the weak
Syria: it has been estimated that some 2,000-4,000
infrastructure framework and lack of investment –
people from the region had joined Daesh in Iraq and
while paying less attention to (or even ignoring) other
Syria since 2012. The most high-profile case was the
concerns such as environmental degradation.
defection of the head of Tajikistan’s paramilitary police, Gulmurod Khalimov, to Daesh in 2015 and his
China attempts to set the terms of engagement
subsequent rise to the post of ‘minister of war’ before
through proactivity and scale, rather than by excludhis death in 2017. It is unclear how many fighters have
ing other actors.23 According to the official BRI online
returned or will return to Central Asia – estimates of
portal, the initiative comprises extensive bilateral pothe number of Central Asian Daesh fighters who are
litical cooperation (‘policy coordination’), large-scale
still alive vary from 850 to 3,000.22
infrastructure projects (‘facilities connectivity’), trade
agreements (‘unimpeded trade’), enhancing financial
These different types of shadow connections have
cooperation (‘financial integration’), as well as culnegatively impacted regional development in signifitural cooperation and increasing people-to-people
cant ways. The far-reaching and entrenched corrupt
contacts (‘people-to-people bonds’).24 As elsewhere,
networks have hindered sustainable economic develChina’s influence in Central Asia derives from a wave
opment, supported criminal and terrorist networks
of investment and lending for infrastructure, sharing
and damaged confidence-building initiatives between
its regulatory standards and engaging with variety of
and inside the Central Asian states. It is difficult to adactors on different levels in research, the media, fidress these problems as state actors are often part of
nance and policymaking.25 The political goals are often
the problem. Partly due to this fact, the EU is attemptmore important than short-term cost-benefit calcuing to strengthen its engagement with non-state aclations: economic corridors, networks, cables, termitors in Central Asia. It is understood, however, that
nals and satellites are often considered worthwhile
there are no short cuts to economic success: the region
strategic investments even if they do not necessarily
has significant growth potential but to attract more
yield profit for many years to come.26
European investors, human rights, the rule of law and
transparency need to be strengthened.
So far, the results of China’s BRI in Central Asia have
been mixed. Over the past ten years, China has become
a significant regional player and is now the secondbiggest trading partner in the region after the EU.
Through the BRI, China has invested billions of dollars
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Regional policy initiatives of external actors
CHINA
Belt Road Initiative
››
››
››

Economic development
Connectivity, infrastructure
Soft power, cultural cooperation

EUROPEAN UNION
EU Central Asia Strategy
››
››
››
››

Economic development
Comprehensive security
Regional cooperation
Connectivity, infrastructure

INDIA
Connect Central Asia
››
››
››

Connectivity, infrastructure
Political and security cooperation
Soft power, cultural cooperation

JAPAN
Central Asia plus Japan Dialogue
››
››
››

Economic development
Regional cooperation
Comprehensive security

RUSSIA
Greater Eurasia Partnership
››
››

Security cooperation, counter-terrorism
Economic development

SOUTH KOREA
Eurasia Initiative
››
››
››

Energy infrastructure and connectivity
Economic development
Soft power, cultural cooperation

TURKEY
Middle Corridor
››
››

Connectivity, infrastructure
Economic development

UNITED STATES
C5+1
››
››
››

Security cooperation, counter-terrorism
Economic development
Connectivity, infrastructure

to develop regional transport infrastructure and manufacturing facilities. These projects include a freight
railway linking the Chinese port of Lianyungang
with Almaty and plans for further corridors between

southern China and Central Asia. Beijing is also set to
turn the Kazakh city of Khorgos into a logistics hub
handling trans-Eurasian cargo trains travelling from
China to Europe. However, despite significant growth
in relative terms – the volume of trans-Eurasian rail
cargo rose from 25,000 freight containers in 2014 to
145,000 containers in 2016 – its market share only
makes up around 1% of the total trade between Asia
and Europe; more than 90% of Asia-Europe freight
continues to be shipped.27
Although estimates about the exact figures of BRI
spending vary greatly28, the inflow of tens of billions
of euros of infrastructure spending from China has
prompted concerns about possible increases in corruption and the strengthening of informal patronal
networks in Central Asia.29 In Kyrgyzstan, embezzlement by the authorities through the overpricing of
infrastructure costs for a BRI project in collaboration
with a Chinese contractor led to investigations and arrests in 2018, for instance.30 A lack of transparency and
adequate oversight of projects may lead to the launch
of inefficient or even unviable projects – and will, in
turn, negatively impact the ability of Central Asian
states to pay back the loans. The latter is a particular danger for the region’s poorest and most heavily
indebted countries, Tajikistan and Kyrgyzstan.31
In contrast to the EU’s approach, environmental and
climate-related issues are secondary concerns for
Chinese connectivity projects in Central Asia. For instance, Tajikistan has tried to reduce regional connectivity rivalries with Uzbekistan by building new coal
operated power plants with the help of China. Although
these projects allow Tajikistan to overcome electricity
shortages in the short term, they disregard climate
and environmental aspects: the new plants consume
45% of the coal produced in the country and have led to
a dramatic increase in mining.32 This is just one example of a climate insensitive approach that, according to
an expert report, increases the risk of social instability
and conflict potential in Central Asia in the long term.33
Although China’s political engagement and investments are much needed and welcomed in the region, some of the negative aspects connected with
its policies, combined with its repressive policies
toward Muslim populations in Xinjiang, have occasionally sparked anti-Chinese protests, most recently in Kyrgyzstan.34 Regional stability and sustainable economic development requires more than just
money: while China is addressing some of the pressing
infrastructure problems in the region, its disregard of
indirect and longer-term implications of its policies –
such as encouraging corruption and climate change –
may eventually impact negatively on the achievements
of the BRI.
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RUSSIA’S ‘GREATER
EURASIAN PARTNERSHIP’

In May 2015, President Putin and President Xi signed
a joint statement on the integration of the EAEU and
BRI.38 In addition to regular high-level meetings and
joint statements, there is also a specific dialogue platform that looks into
Russia, too, is showing renewed
concrete measures on how to merge
he region has
interest in a region with which it
the EAEU and the Silk Road Economic
significant growth
was once very closely connected.
Belt (SREB).39 In an attempt to overHowever, the connectivity propotential but to
come the different integration logics
moted by Russia follows a different
of Russia and China, Putin launched
attract more European
logic to the BRI: Russian-centric
the concept of a ‘Greater Eurasian
investors, human
regional integration schemes such
Partnership’ or 'bolshoe evraziyskoe
rights, the rule of law
as the Collective Security Treaty
partnerstvo' at the 2016 Petersburg
Organisation (CSTO) and Eurasian
and transparency need
Economic Forum. The Greater
Economic Union (EAEU) try to ceEurasian Partnership is Russia’s take
to be strengthened.
ment Moscow’s leading role in the
on a wider and more inclusive repost-Soviet space by excluding othgional initiative resembling China’s
ers.35 Despite their different logics and inherent comBRI. The idea behind the initiative is to combine the
petition over regional leadership, the goals of preservRussian and Chinese frameworks (hence the use of the
ing the status quo, security and stability unite Moscow
word ‘partnership’) and link them with other relevant
and Beijing. Accordingly, Russia and China have shown
regional agendas such as the SREB, EAEU, SCO and
both the willingness and ability to accommodate each
the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN).40
36
other’s interests in Central Asia in recent years.
Words are gradually turning into deeds: in 2018, EAEU
states and China signed a non-preferential free trade
Russia is a valuable partner for China in Central Asia:
agreement which laid the foundations for future trade
Kazakhstan and Kyrgyzstan are members of EAEU
facilitation.
and Russia is a significant trading partner in the region (see Figure 3). It is also the main regional secuAlthough Russia is a significant player in Central Asia,
rity provider and an important political partner for
the EU’s policies in the region have more overlap with
the Central Asian states. Furthermore, Russia wields
China’s – at least for the time being. The EU has not
genuine regional soft-power due deep cultural, politiestablished formal connections or dialogue with the
cal and social links and the fact that it hosts an estiEAEU and has no common position on whether or not
mated 2.7 to 4 million Central Asian labour migrants.
it should attempt to do so. For its part, Russia has limThis grants Moscow unique leverage in the region: reited interest in infrastructure projects that do not run
mittances sent from Russia are particularly important
through its territory.
for Tajikistan (around $2.5 billion in 2017), Kyrgyzstan
(around $2.20 billion in 2017) and Uzbekistan (around
$4 billion in 2017).37

T

Figure 3: Central Asia's external trade flow
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HOW TO PURSUE THE
‘EUROSTANDARD’ OF
CONNECTIVITY?
In sum, the region presents several challenges for the
EU’s vision of connectivity. Soviet rule left Central Asia
disconnected and prone to conflict despite a strong
degree of interdependence on shared resources, while
illicit networks have replaced public interests with private interests and are undermining long-term policies in the region. These shadow connections keep the
states weak, prevent sustainable economic development and often lead to violence. Overcoming shadow
connections is particularly hard, as state authorities
– who should address these issues – are often part of
the problem. In addition, the EU is not the sole outside player with a vision for the region. As previously
stated, both China and Russia are promoting their own
understandings of connectivity, sometimes at odds
and sometimes in line with the European one.
But these challenges are not insurmountable. For instance, promoting cooperation among former foes is
an area that the EU is more than familiar with due to
its own experience. The type of regional cooperation
Europe is promoting is rules-based and enhances connectivity, which should make managing interdependence easier – and bring economic benefits, too. In addition, the European type of connectivity would also
strengthen the states’ collective ability to defend their
interests internationally. The strengthening of the rule
of law, oversight of institutions and improved legislation would also help to address the ‘dark side’ of connectivity, the illicit networks – but this by default will
be a lengthy process.

is limited. The challenge for the EU is therefore to engage with China while maintaining and strengthening
the ‘eurostandard’ of connectivity in Central Asia. An
interesting reference point could perhaps be Japan’s
active engagement with BRI projects in Asia: it does so
while insisting that all collaborative projects meet its
strict ‘quality infrastructure investment’ criteria.42
The most important regional partners for the EU are,
however, the Central Asian states themselves and their
citizens. For the first time, Central Asian states appear to have the political will to work both together
and engage with external actors to work out common
solutions to shared problems. The EU has seized the
momentum and is now looking for opportunities to
contribute to this promising development. The onus is
now on the Central Asian states to take action: if they
are serious about wanting to solve their chronic connectivity problems, the EU stands ready to help.
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